ABSTRACT In this paper, energy management strategy (EMS) model based on deep recurrent neural network (DRNN) is presented to learn optimal torque distribution for the single-axle parallel hybrid electric vehicle. The model has two distinguishing properties: 1) because the EMS is formulated as a time series prediction problem, taking historical data as input of the EMS model captures the input-and-output dynamic characteristics and enhances the prediction capability and 2) the EMS model based on end-to-end framework directly generates torque distribution results without extracting features of driving cycles and other artificial interference. The extensive simulations are conducted to demonstrate the accuracy and generalization capability of the EMS model in public platform TensorFlow. Comparing with other energy management strategies, our proposed model yields better performance in terms of fuel economy and accuracy. The simulation results show that our proposed EMS model provides a novel way to study the energy management strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) with high fuel efficiency and less emissions has gained much attention as a promising alternative to meet the tightened emissions standard [1] - [3] . Due to HEV having two power sources, energy management strategies (EMSs) were proposed to split the power between two power sources, which attempt to minimize the total fuel consumption and emissions without sacrificing stability and driving performance in HEV [4] , [5] . But how to implement EMSs is a challenging problem [6] .
In last decades, the various EMSs have been proposed to tackle this challenging problem. These strategies can be divided into two perspectives: rule-based EMSs and the optimization-based EMSs [7] , [8] . In terms of rule-based EMSs, several studies designed power split rules and obtained excellent real-time performance according to the engine efficiency map and engineering experiments, however, these rules have little robustness and adaption [9] , [10] . The other EMSs based on fuzzy rules [11] were tolerant to imprecise
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bin Zhou. measurement and component variations, but it can be seemed as an extension of the rule-based EMSs. Generally, rule-based EMSs rely on the experimental ticks and the engineering intuition without prior knowledge of driving environment and other features [12] . In terms of the optimization-based EMSs, global optimization methods (e.g. DP [13] , PMP [14] , GA [15] ) are applied to tackle energy management problem with global optimization, but these methods require the prior knowledge of entire driving cycles in advance. To address the problem with instantaneous optimization, the equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) [16] and predictive control strategy [17] are presented to implement instantaneous optimization of EMS. However, ECMS only implements the instantaneous optimization because it does not take the driving cycles into account [18] , [19] .
Recent researches demonstrated that current driving cycle and driving style have a strong influence over the fuel consumption and emissions [20] , [21] . Several works try to extract features (e.g. road type, traffic congestion degree, and driving trend) from historical information by using neural network and machine learning algorithms, which obtain significant improvement performance on fuel economy [22] - [24] .
Specifically, Yi et al. [25] adopt machine learning framework to predict the driving environment and generate the quasioptimal power split for the giving driving environment from the DP results. Another methodology for identifying the road type and traffic congestion (RT&TC) degree is proposed to improve the efficiency of energy management [26] . However, these EMSs fail to learn the intrinsic features of the EMS, and the approximation capability of EMSs depend on the equality of extracted features; because these studies depend on the artificial prior knowledge to analyze the internal rules from the globally optimal DP algorithms. Design the EMS based on extracted features from the historical information can improve the fuel economy for HEV, and the EMS is formulated as time series prediction problem in this paper. Inspired by [27] , deep recurrent neural network has shown the strong feature extraction and prediction capability for historical time series problems [28] , ranging from language modeling [29] to time series prediction [30] .
In our research, we propose a deep learning based EMS model that applied deep recurrent neural network (DRNN) to learn the torque distribution strategy for single-axle parallel HEV system from simulation data in ADVISOR. This model takes the speed, the acceleration rate, the required torque, and the Soc information in time window as input and predicts directly the engine torque in the next time interval without extracting the features of the driving cycles. Simulation results show our proposed model yields the higher accuracy and fuel economy than existing EMSs. The main contributions of the paper are expressed as follows:
(1) Difference from most existing works, time series prediction model for EMS is proposed to meet the requirement of deep recurrent neural network. Taking historical data as input of EMS model captures the input-and-output dynamic characteristics and enhances the prediction capability;
(2) EMS model based on end-to-end framework directly generates torque distribution results without extracting features of driving cycles and other artificial interference; (3) The new emerging deep recurrent neural network is applied to energy management for HEV, which enlarges the application scope of deep learning.
The paper is organized as follows: The drivetrain structure of the HEV is introduced and the time series prediction of EMS is formulated in the section III; section IV gives the DRNN-EMS model for torque distribution, performance index and parameters of the proposed model are discussed. The simulations are conducted in the section V, followed by the conclusion in the section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review the research development in energy management strategy from two aspects: rule-based EMS and optimization-based EMS.
A. RULE-BASED EMS
Current existing real-time energy management strategies are largely based on rule-based control rules or fuzzy logic algorithm. Specifically, the rule-based structures defining a set of logic thresholds were utilized to optimize the EMS [9] . For example, Gökce et al. [10] propose optimization strategy according to the efficiency maps of ICE and battery. Dextreit and Kolmanovsky [31] apply the game theory in EMS, which substantially outperformed the logic threshold controller [9] over real-world driving cycles. For fuzzy logic algorithm, Li et al. [32] point out that the fuzzy energy management obtained better performance on robustness and adaption. However, classical fuzzy rule-based strategies demonstrate a lack of optimality because their design is focused on the actual vehicle state rather than the driving conditions; a blended control strategy based on fuzzy logic is designed for PHEV to improve efficiency under different situations [36] .
B. OPTIMIZATION-BASED EMS
Optimization-based EMSs apply the advanced control technology to implement the global optimization or instantaneous optimization methods. In terms of global optimization based EMSs, dynamic programming [33] and stochastic dynamic programming [13] are utilized to find optimal control actions under the constraint of the vehicle components.
Kim et al. demonstrate that EMS based on Pontryagin minimum principle obtain similar performance compared with DP algorithm [14] . Chen et al.optimize the power threshold which engine is turned on based on genetic algorithm (GA) and quadratic programming [15] . In terms of instantaneous optimization method, Paganelli et al. adopt an equivalent consumption minimization strategy to provide excellent fuel efficiency at each time instance [34] . Furthermore, model predictive control strategies are utilized to obtain the realtime power split between the combustion engine and electric machine at each sample time [4] , [17] . 
III. TIME SERIES DESCRIPTION OF EMS
The prototype vehicle is a single-axle parallel HEV, the drivetrain mainly contains gasoline engine, electric motor/ generator, Li-batteries, clutch and transmission system, the drivetrain structure of which is shown in the Fig.1 . The motor is directly linked the clutch output and transmission system. The drivetrain structure provides the regenerative braking during deceleration and allows an efficient motor assist operation. The vehicle parameters, key components and transmission parameters of the HEV are shown in Table 1 .
According to the structure of single-axle parallel hybrid electric vehicle, the model is simplified on the basis of quasi-static principle for the convenience of modeling. The influence of temperature on component is neglected, and the dynamic process of gearbox and clutch is neglected. For a single-axle parallel HEV, the clutch is closed, the engine speed is equal to the motor speed, and when the clutch is separated, the engine speed is 0. Therefore, torque distribution rather than power split can be used in the paper.
The energy management problem for HEV is a dynamic optimization problem [25] . In the discrete-time format, the EMS in HEV system can be formulated as time series prediction:
where
] is the vector of the control variables at sample time k + 1,
is the state variables in the HEV system. g(k), T e (k) and T req (k) represent gear number, engine torque and required torque of vehicle at sample time k, respectively. () is the special function that describes the nonlinear relationship between the system state and control variable. Soc of battery is important state of the torque distribution in HEV, in order to simplify the calculation, the influence of temperature and internal capacitance changing is not considered in the paper. The battery power is defined as positive when it is charging and as negative when it is discharging.
The battery power is defined as 
where R resist is the battery internal resistance. Q is the capacity of battery.
Furthermore, the torque distribution must subject to the individual component (like engine, motor and battery) constraints in the systems. The inequality constraints for each component are introduced to the limit minimum and maximum value defined as follows:
where ω e (k) and ω m (k) are engine speed and motor speed, respectively.
IV. THE EMS MODEL BASED ON DEEP RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK A. DRNN-EMS MODEL FOR TORQUE DISTRIBUTION
Some researches have shown that the energy management strategy can improve fuel economy after considering features of driving cycle [25] , [26] , [35] . The historical speed information includes road type, traffic congestion, driving style, driving intention and so on; extracting features and taking these features as the input to predict the optimal torque distribution is studied in [24] , [25] . In this paper, the deep recurrent neural network (DRNN) is utilized to predict the optimal torque distribution without extracting the features. To better characterize the torque distribution of the HEV, the gear number decision is not considered in the paper. Therefore an EMS model based on deep recurrent neural network (DRNN-EMS) for torque distribution is proposed as follows:
where T e (k|θ) and T m (k) denote the prediction engine torque, and motor torque at sample time
and Soc(k−T ) represent the velocity, acceleration, the requirement torque and the Soc of battery at the time k−T .
and Soc(k −NT ) represent the velocity, acceleration, the requirement torque and the Soc of battery at the time k − NT . f (·) is a special function that will be learned by the deep recurrent neural network and θ is a set of parameters in the deep neural network, such as the weight parameters and activation functions. T is the update time interval, in the rest of paper, we set sample time T = 1s to balance the model complexity and flexibility, since the response of the HEV system can't change too fast.
Compared with [24] , [25] , our proposed model has following improvements:
First, instead of the extracted features, the sequential information observed in the time window is taken as the input of our proposed model directly. And recurrent neural network can automatically extract useful features and memorize them in cell state, which can reduce the artificial interference in extracting features of driving cycles.
Second, the emerging deep recurrent neural network is used to learn the special function f (·) that decides the torque distribution in EMS. The multi-layer neural network structure is introduced to improve the approximation capability and decrease the number of neurons.
The gradient disappearance or gradient explosion will be appeared in the RNN during the long-time information processing, inspired by some studies [37] , the paper adopts GRU (gate recurrent unit) and LSTM (Long Short-term memory) unit which are special recurrent neural network, since they could handle the long time dependency. The internal structure of the GRU is shown in the Fig.2 ; the GRU unit includes Reset gate and Update gate for dealing with information flow.
The output of a neuron in GRU networks is calculated as follows:
FIGURE 2. The internal structure of the GRU unit.
where h t−1 and h t are the output of hidden layer at time t − 1 and t, z t , r t and o t denote the output of update gate, reset gate and neutron at time t.
, W , and U represent the weight parameters that we be learned during the training process.
B. THE ARCHITECTURE OF DRNN-EMS
The architecture of EMS is designed to implement the DRNN-EMS model in this section. As is shown in the Fig.3 , the architecture contains the data processing and model training module. In data processing module, the data is collected from single-axle parallel HEV defined in the ADVISOR (the parameters as Table 1 ); the simulation data contain speed, acceleration, Soc of battery, required torque, motor torque and engine torque of the HEV under the UDDS and NEDC driving cycles. The structured time series data are stored in the database, and time series dataset is normalized to provide the train dataset and validation dataset for the model training and validation.
The internal structure of the deep recurrent neural network is shown in the Fig.4 . The deep recurrent neural network consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. In input layer, the normalized state variables x(k) are taken as the input data, and the activation function is selected as sigmoid function. In the hidden layer, the number of the hidden layers and the number of neurons in each layer need to be selected for getting the higher accuracy, and the weight parameters between the layers will be updated automatically. The optimal engine torque will be obtained in the output layer (activation function is 'sigmoid').
In order to improve the training efficiency of the neural network, the Adam [38] (Adaptive moment estimation) is empirically utilized to update parameters of the deep recurrent neural network. Adam optimizer algorithm is an effective gradient-based stochastic optimization method, which combines the advantages of AdaGrad and RMSProp algorithm, and it can calculate adaptive learning rate for different parameters and occupy less storage resources. In this way, the objective function will be gradually reduced till neural network converge to a global minimum.
C. PERFORMANCE INDEX
The training target of DRNN-EMS is to minimize the engine torque error between rule-based EMS model and DRNN-EMS model. As suggested in [40] , the real value and predicted engine torque are compared to evaluate the performance of the proposed DRNN-EMS model. In the simulation, the mean absolutely error (MAE) is chosen as the performance index:
where T i e (iT |θ ) and T i e (iT ) represent the predicted engine torque and real engine torque at sample time iT , respectively. i is the length of the i-th time step. M is the total number of the sample time that are used to train or validation. is the solution space of θ
D. DISCUSSION OF MODEL PARAMETER
In the DRNN-EMS model, four parameters are needed to be selected.
1) The length of the time window: The 8 choices of time window are validated in this paper. If we choose N in equation (4), we will only use the information we observed in the last N seconds. Simulation results show that considering the 10-second time window of input is always the best choice. Further simulation results indicate that there is no need to consider a longer historical time window than 30 seconds. The simulation results will be given in section V.
2) Activation function type: the Activation function is the important part in the neural network, many literatures show that choosing the sigmoid function as the activation function of the input and output layer to normalize the data into the range [0, 1], it will help us improve the training efficiency, and reduce the training error. For the hidden layer of the neural network, the 'tanh' function is chosen as the activation function of the hidden layer (the default activation function in GRU) to decrease the Transfer error during 
3) The appropriate size of testing dataset and optimal network structure: searching the exact optimal network structure is difficult for us, in the paper, the typical combinations of network structure are validated to search the optimal structure parameters and appropriate testing size, and the typical network structures are shown in the Table 2 . The simulation results of these combinations in DRNN are shown in the section V.B.
4) The weight parameters of the network: once the other parameters are determined, the weight parameters would be learned by the training examples during the training process. Before the training process, the initial weight parameters are randomly generated from the uniform distribution between [0, 1].
V. SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the source of simulation dataset and the preprocessing of the dataset are introduced in the 4.1. The simulations are conducted from the following aspects. 1) The appropriate size of testing dataset and appropriate structure of DRNN-EMS is chosen by the comparative simulations to obtain the higher accuracy. 2) The accuracy is validated compared with the rule-based EMS under the combined cycle NEDC and UDDS.
3) The generation capability of the proposed model is verified under the LA92 and CYC-1015 driving cycles. 4) The superiority of the DRNN-EMS model is verified compared with the other EMSs.
A. DATA SOURCE AND DATA PRE-PROCESSING
The effectiveness and superiority of proposed DRNN-EMS are important index to be verified, the simulation data is chosen form the rule-based EMS (electric assist control strategy) in the ADVISOR. And in order to validate the influence of road type, the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC, 1185s) and Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS, 1370s) is selected, since they represent the city, urban and extraurban driving cycles which are used for light duty vehicle testing. In view of above-mentioned fact that the initial Soc is set between 0.40 and 0.80 ([0.40, 0.41, · · · 0.79, 0.80]), and the influence factor of Soc could be contained in the dataset.
The paper collects the speed, acceleration, Soc, the required torque, the motor torque and engine torque during the NEDC and UDDS when the initial Soc is 0.40-0.80. In this way, we get a dataset that contains 104755 seconds of HEV data for train/validation. This paper adopts the normalization algorithm to eliminate the dimension influence. The normalization process is calculated as follows: (11) where the x nor is the processed data after normalization, x max and x min means the maximum and minimum value. After data normalization, the optimization process of the optimal solution obviously becomes smooth, and it is easier to converge to the optimal solution correctly.
B. THE APPROPRIATE SIZE OF TESTING DATASET AND THE APPROPRIATE STRUCTURE OF DRNN-EMS
The overfitting challenge during the train process yield suboptimal performance, different network structures and acrossvalidation method are utilized to handle the overfitting of our EMS model in this paper.
Since the relationship between the size of testing dataset and model structure is difficult to determine, we attempt different combinations to find the best model structure under different testing dataset. The typical network structures are shown in the Table 2 .
As the training dataset contains the NEDC and UDDS driving cycles, to avoid any bias, we randomly sample the data from the total available data as the training dataset, and keep the rest data as the testing dataset. As suggested [27] , at most 30 percent of training dataset is used for validation. Therefore, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30% of the testing dataset and different network structure are combined to choose the appropriate training size and appropriate structure of the neural network.
The performance index of our proposed model with different network structures are shown in the Fig.5 and Fig.6 (where the time interval is N = 10). As we can see, the performance index of LSTM-based EMS model and GRU-based EMS model have similar trend under different structures. And the performance index will not decrease with the increase of hidden layers and neurons. Results indicate that 20% testing dataset and structure 7 ( fig.5(c) for GRU-based EMS, fig.6 (c) for LSTM-based EMS, four hidden layers that contains 50, 30, 20, 10 neurons, respectively) is the best choice for the GRU-based EMS model and LSTM model. In the rest of paper, the structure of the DRNN-EMS adopts the structure 7, and the appropriate size of testing dataset is 20%.
In this section, the performance of the GRU-based model under different initial seeds is verified, the detailed results are shown in the table 3. The MAE of the model has small fluctuation under different initial seeds. In the rest of the paper, the same initial seed is chosen to ensure the same training dataset.
C. THE SELECTION OF TIME WINDOW IN DRNN-EMS
As is analyzed in the section IV, the optimal length of time window N is an important hyper-parameter in the deep recurrent network, the suitable length of time window could make the DRNN-EMS obtain the higher accuracy.
In this paper, the MAE is taken as performance index to select the appropriate length of the time window. Fig.7 shows the example of performance index of LSTM-based EMS and GRU-based EMS. As is shown, the test results of the two models yield the similar trends. Simulation results indicate that the longer length of time window doesn't need to be considered, since the performance index of model becomes no longer reduced. The optimal length of time window is selected as N = 10.
The MAE of the GRU-based network is 1.47, and the performance of the LSTM-based network model (MAE of LSTM-based network is 1.68) is worse than GRU-based models. So the GRU model is applied in the rest of paper. It should be pointed out that the conclusions fit with other studies comparing GRU and LSTM network [39] . The DRNN-EMS model adopts the structure 7 (four hidden layers that contains 50, 30, 20, 10 neurons, respectively), the optimal length of time window is N = 10, the training loss and validation loss are shown in the Fig.8 . As we can see, the training loss and validation loss decrease with the increase of the epoch, and the loss of training and validation converges to 0.0141.
Notice: that the training of the DRNN-EMS is based on the public framework TensorFlow which is the popular platform for deep learning. All of our simulations are performed on a workstation with one GTX-1080Ti card under CUDA9.0 and cudnnv7.
D. THE ACCURACY VERIFICATION OF DRNN-EMS
To validate the prediction accuracy of the DRNN-EMS model, the driving cycle combined the NEDC and UDDS is selected; and the duration of the combined driving cycle is 2555s. The validation dataset is also collected under the rule-based EMS (electric assist control strategy) where the initial Soc = 0.795, and the initial Soc is not contained the training set.
The prediction value of the engine torque is generated from the DRNN-EMS. The detailed simulation results are shown in the Fig.9 . As we can see, the prediction results of engine torque could follow the target value generated by the rulebased EMS; the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) of the prediction is 2.77.
As shown in Fig.9 (c) , the prediction torque has a certain delay compared with the rule-based EMS value. We regard that the reason for this delay phenomenon lies in the operation mechanism of deep recurrent neural network. This is, the prediction value is generated according to the historical information in time window, and instantaneous drivers' intentions cannot 'feed' into the neural network, the recurrent neural network cannot respond to the driver's intentions consequently in time. The delay phenomenon becomes obvious when the sharp required torque variation occurs. The comparison results are shown in the Table 4 , the comparison of EMS based on the deep recurrent neural network and rule-based strategy suggests the improvement of fuel economy for 1.2%, engine efficiency for 0.21%. The results show that the DRNN-EMS has a comparable optimization effect in terms of the fuel economy and engine efficiency.
E. THE VALIDATION OF GENERALIZATION CAPABILITY UNDER DIFFERENT DRIVING CYCLES
The generalization capability is the important indicator that decides adaptability and flexibility of the model. In this section, the driving cycles combined the CYC_LA92 and CYC_1015 are selected to verify the generalization capability of the model. Since LA92 (unified driving schedule) is a typical driving cycle with higher speed and less of stop-andgo scenarios compared with the UDDS, and the CYC_1015 is the Japanese test cycle which contains city and highway cycles. The initial Soc of the battery is 0.7.
The simulation results are shown in the Fig.10 . As is shown, the prediction value of engine torque can follow the variation of actual torque which is based on rule-based EMS; the RMSE of the prediction is 5.14. During the CYC_1015 cycle (430-495s), the vehicle speed is equal to zero, the engine is idle time in the rule-based strategy; however, the prediction results of the neural network are zero, it means the idle consumption is zero. Our model has difficulty in learning engine idle condition in validation dataset, because there is rare engine idle condition in training dataset.
The comparison results under the CYC_1015 and LA92 driving cycles are shown in the Table 5 . The fuel consumption is decrease by 3.71%, and the engine efficiency increase by 0.63%. The definite improvement of fuel economy is due to cancellation of engine idle.
Notice: that the driving cycle is the city cycle and the strategy is based on rule-based EMS, the fuel consumption in our proposed model is higher than other studies (since their strategies 'learn' from dynamic programming).
F. THE COMPARISON WITH OTHER EMSS
To verify the superiority of our proposed model, the model results are compared with the EMSs in [24] , [25] ; the MNN-EMS in [24] attempted to cluster the data according to the driving mode of HEV, and built multi neural network to obtain the optimal torque distribution. In [25] , an intelligent EMS (INT-EMS) is implemented after extracting the driving environment and driving trend, the driving environment is used to match the corresponding neural network, driving trend, Soc, driving speed, and required torque of the HEV are taken as the input of matched neural network to generate the torque distribution. The simulations are conducted under the UDDS and NEDC driving cycles. The comparison simulations are conducted under same conditions.
The simulation results are shown in the Fig.11 . As is shown in the Fig.11(a) , the MNN-EMS has poor performance under UDDS city cycles, since it does not take the driving cycles into account. In Fig.11(c) , the INT-EMS has a good approximation capability, but the approximation capability is subject to the quality of extracting features and number of neurons (it is more 25 neural networks and 190 neurons than DRNN-EMS). By comparison, our DRNN-EMS has significant performance on accuracy except sharp required torque variation, since the delay phenomenon which is analyzed in the section V.D. The compared results are shown in the Table 6 . Compared with MNN-EMS, INT-EMS has better approximation capability. This means that the quality of feature extraction directly determines the performance of energy management strategy. Compared with INT-EMS, RMSE of DRNN-EMS improves by 5.78%, but MAE index improves by 28.64%, this is due to the delay phenomenon that is analyzed in section V.D. This means DRNN-EMS has better performance except the delay point. The equivalent fuel consumption and engine efficiency of proposed model are less than VOLUME 7, 2019 the MNN-EMS and INT-EMS; it shows that our proposed model has higher fuel economy.
The higher accuracy of the model relies on the superiority of deep recurrent neural network; as we can see from the simulations, what we can intervene is the structure of the network. The model can extract the useful features without the artificial interference, and directly outputs the engine torque. In this way, the artificial interference of the model can reduce to a minimum amount.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we apply deep recurrent neural network to detect the optimal torque distribution from the rule-based EMS. Three major steps are conducted: Time series description of EMS, DRNN-EMS modeling and simulation validation. First, the drivetrain structure of HEV is investigated to formulate the EMS problem as the time series prediction problem, which is capable of being processed by deep recurrent neural network. Second, the DRNN-EMS model is built with least interference of prior knowledge and engineering experiments; the performance index and network parameters are analyzed. Finally, the simulation results demonstrate that our proposed DRNN-EMS model can yield comparable accuracy under NEDC and UDDS cycles, compared with rule-based EMS. The generation capability of the model is verified under the combined driving cycle between CYC_1015 and LA92. Furthermore, the results also show that our model significantly outperforms MNN-EMS and INT-EMS. The major contribution of this paper will provide more possibilities for new deep recurrent neural network in the EMS of HEV. 
